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This book explores representations of social media in European media discourses across different socio-historical contexts, demonstrating
how such analysis can illuminate the tension between global and local in media discourses in today’s globalised world. The volume draws on
data from a trilingual corpus from different editions of the free daily Metro from Finland, France, and Greece spanning a five-year period, with
a focus on Facebook and Twitter. Adopting a French discourse analysis approach, which takes as its point of departure the notion of
“discourse as the social practice of representing”, the book integrates qualitative and quantitative analyses to investigate the social and
political role depictions of social media play in specific socio-historical contexts. This approach brings to the fore both commonalities and
differences in the popularity of specific platforms and coverage of specific news topics and hot-button issues. In so doing, the volume
elucidates the ways in which global practices become integrated and immersed into local contexts, offering avenues for future research on
social media in news discourses. This book will be of interest to scholars in applied linguistics, intercultural communication, discourse
analysis, media studies, and cultural studies.
Marina Jenkyns conveys the excitement of working therapeutically with dramatic text though a personal and highly readable analysis of plays
from a variety of periods and cultures. Influenced by the theories of Winnicott and Klein she lays bare the dynamics of relationships and plots
to show how they can be used to help us understand our own relationships to each other and the world around us. This highly innovative text
integrates therapeutic practice and literature in an engaging and challenging book which will hold the attention of a wide audience. This book
contains new ideas for dramatherapy practice, theatre directors and teachers.
In May 2015, the 1st IWA Congress and the XX Winnicott International Colloquium was held in the city of São Paulo. Members of the
International Winnicott Association (IWA) from different countries met to discuss the relationship between Winnicott's thought and the future
of psychoanalysis. This book contains most of the papers delivered on that occasion and reflects the diversity of approaches marking the
event. In the following pages the reader will find multiple ways of thinking about the place of Winnicott's theory and practice in the face of the
future of psychoanalysis and the challenges – current and future – raised by our society. Loparic, Z. e Ribeiro, V. C (orgs.): Winnicott and the
Future of Psychoanalysis. São Paulo: DWW editorial, 2017. An IWA e-book.
Winnicott chronicles the complex inner lives of human beings, from the first encounter between mother and newborn, through the 'doldrums'
of adolescence, to maturity.
Playing and Reality Revisited is the first volume of a new IPA series dedicated to the greatest writings of psychoanalysis. More than forty
years after its publication, Donald W. Winnicott's Playing and Reality is still a source of inspiration for numerous psychoanalysts. The authors
have invited some of the most eminent specialists of Winnicott's thinking to write on the most significant themes that the author discovered
and highlighted brillantly in his book. They show how such concepts as transitional object and phenomena, the use of an object, and
mirroring, remain essential today, and explore the way in which Winnicott conceived playing, creativity, cultural experience and adolescence,
demonstrating their contemporary relevance. This book is both an homage to Winnicott and a fascinating extension of his work.
A classic study which, by synthesizing the approaches of psychoanalysis and group dynamics, has added a new dimension to the
understanding of group phenomena.
This book has one central theme: how, in the United Kingdom, can we create better cities and towns in which to live and work and play?
What can we learn from other countries, especially our near neighbours in Europe? And, in turn, can we provide lessons for other countries
facing similar dilemmas? Urban Britain is not functioning as it should. Social inequalities and regional disparities show little sign of going
away. Efforts to generate growth, and spread it to the poorer areas of cities, have failed dismally. Much new urban development and
redevelopment is not up to standard. Yet there are cities in mainland Europe, which have set new standards of high-quality sustainable urban
development. This book looks at these best-practice examples – in Germany, the Netherlands, France and Scandinavia, – and suggests
ways in which the UK and other countries could do the same. The book is in three parts. Part 1 analyses the main issues for urban planning
and development – in economic development and job generation, sustainable development, housing policy, transport and development
mechanisms – and probes how practice in the UK has fallen short. Part Two embarks on a tour of best-practice cities in Europe, starting in
Germany with the country’s boosting of its cities’ economies, moving to the spectacularly successful new housing developments in the
Netherlands, from there to France’s integrated city transport, then to Scandinavia’s pursuit of sustainability for its cities, and finally back to
Germany, to Freiburg – the city that ‘did it all’. Part Three sums up the lessons of Part Two and sets out the key steps needed to launch a
new wave of urban development and regeneration on a radically different basis.
Creativity is fundamental to human experience. In On Creativity David Bohm, the world-renowned scientist, investigates the phenomenon
from all sides: not only the creativity of invention and of imagination but also that of perception and of discovery. This is a remarkable and life-
affirming book by one of the most far-sighted thinkers of modern times.
This book brings together an engaging study, using Emmanuel Ghent’s collected papers, of theoretical and personal origins of the
relational turn in psychoanalysis. Emmanuel Ghent was one of the founders of relational psychoanalysis, and his ideas have been
hugely influential. However, he published sparingly and his papers are scattered across a range of sources. In this book, his key
writings are reproduced, along with analyses and critiques by major contemporary psychoanalytic figures such as Adam Phillips,
Jessica Benjamin, Seth Warren, Adrienne Harris and Barry Magrid. This book provides a thorough examination of the key tenets
of Ghent’s thinking and illustrates the continued importance of his theoretical and clinical work for the next generation of
psychoanalysts.
First published in 1952, W.R.D. Fairbairn's Psychoanalytic Studies of the Personality re-oriented psychoanalysis by centering
human development on the infant's innate need for relationships, describing the process of splitting and the internal dynamic
relationship between ego and object. His elegant theory is still a vital framework of psychoanalytic theory and practice, infant
research, group relations and family therapy. This classic collection of papers, available for the first time in paperback, has a new
introduction by David Scharff and Elinor Fairbairn Birtles which sets Fairbairn's highly original work in context, provides an
overview of object relations theory, and traces modern developments, launched by Fairbairn's discoveries.
This collection of published and unpublished papers, skillfully arranged and edited by Deborah Browning, reveals the development
and evolution of Schimek's thinking on unconscious fantasy and the interpretive process, derived from a close reading of Freud as
well as contemporary psychoanalysis. Divided thematically, the first section concerns fantasy, interpretation, and the
coconstruction of meaning in the therapeutic setting. A scholarly history and reappraisal of Freud's seduction theory comprises the
second section, and the third, more theoretical section provides a foundation for understanding many current discussions of
unconscious fantasy, dreaming, memory, consciousness, affect, self-reflection, mentalization, and implicit relational knowing.
Kindness is the foundation of the world's great religions and most-enduring philosophies. Why, then, does being kind feel so
dangerous? If we crave kindness with such intensity, why is it a pleasure we often deny ourselves? And why—despite our
longing—are we often suspicious when we are on the receiving end of it? In this brilliant book, the eminent psychoanalyst Adam
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Phillips and the historian Barbara Taylor examine the pleasures and perils of kindness. Modern people have been taught to
perceive ourselves as fundamentally antagonistic to one another, our motives self-seeking. Drawing on intellectual history,
literature, psychoanalysis, and contemporary social theory, this book explains how and why we have chosen loneliness over
connection. On Kindness argues that a life lived in instinctive, sympathetic identification with others is the one we should allow
ourselves to live. Bursting with often shocking insight, this brief and essential book will return to its readers what Marcus Aurelius
declared was mankind's "greatest delight": the intense satisfactions of generosity and compassion.
Winnicott is concerned with the springs of imaginative living and of cultural experience in every sense, with whatever determines
an individual's capacity to live creatively and to find life worth living.
'Little madnesses' are our most deeply felt enthusiasms, investments and attachments in the sphere of culture. The term was
coined by the child psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott, whose work on transitional phenomena grew out of his naming of the
transitional object, and extended into preliminary explorations of the crucial role played by cultural experience in a life that feels
satisfying. In our socially and culturally sanctioned little madnesses, everyone can find relief from the burden of having to maintain
a clear boundary between inner and outer worlds, fantasy and reality, because it is in the space between them that we can find the
enthusiasms and passions that excite our creative imaginations. This idea offers intriguing pathways towards understanding how
we can engage effectively with the world at a public, social level without setting aside our inner lives, our emotions and our most
deeply felt attachments. In Little Madnesses, writers, artists, scholars and experts in a range of fields and disciplines explore the
idea of transitional phenomena and consider its potential to extend and deepen our understanding of cultural experience in mental
and social life, focusing on the importance of space, place and boundaries in cultural experience; on how we can negotiate media
use and cultural identity; and on the aesthetic and creative aspects of cultural experience. Topics covered include cult films,
computer use, installation art, trips to the cinema, museums and galleries, the agony and ecstasy of making art and the
significance of life stage in cultural experience.
This volume discusses pleasurable design — a part of the traditional usability design and evaluation methodologies. The book
emphasizes the importance of designing products and services to maximize user satisfaction. By combining this with traditional
usability methods it increases the appeal of products and use of services. This book focuses on a positive emotional approach in
product, service, and system design and emphasizes aesthetics and enjoyment in user experience and provides dissemination
and exchange of scientific information on the theoretical and practical areas of affective and pleasurable design for research
experts and industry practitioners from multidisciplinary backgrounds, including industrial designers, emotion designer,
ethnographers, human-computer interaction researchers, human factors engineers, interaction designers, mobile product
designers, and vehicle system designers.
This volume visits death in children’s literature from around the world, making a substantial contribution to the dialogue between
the expanding fields of Childhood Studies, Children’s Literature, and Death Studies. Considering both textual and pictorial
representations of death, contributors focus on the topic of death in children’s literature as a physical reality, a philosophical
concept, a psychologically challenging adjustment, and/or a social construct. Essays covering literature from the US, Mexico, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Canada, the UK, Sweden, Germany, Poland, Bulgaria, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union, India, and
Iran display a diverse range of theoretical and cultural perspectives. Carefully organized sections interrogate how classic texts
have been adapted for the twenty-first century, how death has been politicized, ritualized, or metaphorized, and visual strategies
for representing death, and how death has been represented within the context of play. Asking how different cultures present the
concept of death to children, this volume is the first to bring together a global range of perspective on death in children’s literature
and will be a valuable contribution to an array of disciplines.
One of the most gifted and creative psychoanalysts of his generation, D. W. Winnicott made lasting contributions to our understanding of the
minds of children. His ideas have influenced the diverse pyschoanalytic schools of Anna Freud, Melanie Klein, and Hans Kohut. But his reach
extends far beyond professional circles: his talks to general audiences over the years won him enormous numbers of followers among
parents and teachers who have found his obervations rich in penetrating insight. This collection brings together many of Winnicott's most
important pieces, including previously unpublished talks and several essays from books and journals now difficult to obtain. They range
widely in topic--from "The Concept of a Healthy Individual" and "The Value of Depression" to "Delinquency as a Sign of Hope"--and elucidate
some of Winnicott's seminal ideas, such as the "transitional object" and the concept of false self. All convey Winnicott's vision of the ways in
which the developing self interacts with the family and the larger society.
This book takes a fresh look at the external relations of the European Union (EU) and in particular the Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP). Rather than focusing exclusively on the competence aspects of the institutions and actors, the book makes the case that the CFSP
can be understood as a system of governance, which produces effects beyond the traditional tools associated with foreign policy. The
theoretical approach draws on insights from new institutionalism, constructivism and the institutional theory of law and emphasises how the
institutionalised forms of cooperation in the external sphere contribute to a social reality in which the ‘added value’ of the CFSP can be seen.
Paul James Cardwell takes the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (EuroMed) as a case study. Not initially a CFSP project, EuroMed has
become the frame for EU foreign policy in the region as an emerging system of governance in which the EU institutions play a central role.
Having recently been relaunched as the Barcelona Process: Union for the Mediterranean, it is a topical subject. With the increasing
importance of migration on the EU’s agenda, the book looks at the relationship between migration, EuroMed and the CFSP and argues that
the legal effects of the CFSP can be felt beyond the Treaty-based instruments. EU External Relations and Systems of Governance will be of
interest to students and scholars of Law, Politics and European studies researching in the dynamic fields of EU external relations and foreign
policy, as well as policy-makers and non-governmental organisations striving to better understand how the EU and its systems of governance
operate.
What are the origins of creativity and how can we develop it - whether within ourselves or in others? Not only does Playing and Reality
address these questions, it also tackles many more that surround the fundamental issue of the individual self and its relationship with the
outside world. In this landmark book of twentieth-century psychology, Winnicott shows the reader how, through the attentive nurturing of
creativity from the earliest years, every individual has the opportunity to enjoy a rich and rewarding cultural life. Today, as the 'hothousing'
and testing of children begins at an ever-younger age, Winnicott's classic text is a more urgent and topical read than ever before.
Extracted from Volumes 6, 7, 9, Parts I and II, 10 and 17. This collection offers a range of articles and extracts from Jung's writings on
marriage, Eros, the mother, the maiden, and the anima/animus concept. In the absence of any single formal statement by Jung on the
psychology of women, this work conveys his views on the feminine and on topics that are intrinsic or related.
Play is a crucial component in the development of all children. In this comprehensive and accessible text, Bob Hughes explores the
complexities of children's play, its meaning and purpose, and argues that adult-free play is essential for the psychological well-being of the
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child. The book divides into three main sections. The first examines the fundamentals of evolutionary playwork, from creating the right play
environment to issues of safety and participation. Secondly, the book explores the theory underlying playwork. Finally, the book offers new
models to help the playworker develop their own professional practice. Throughout the text, the author brings his argument to life with vivid
reflections on a lifetime's experience of play and playwork. Evolutionary Playwork and Reflective Analytic Practice is the first book of its kind,
and represents essential reading for all playwork students, practitioners and researchers. It also incorporates dedicated material for parents
looking to better understand and enhance the development of their children.
First published in 1990. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Describes Winnicott's theories of child development, the mother-child relationship, and human sexuality.
Individual Psychotherapy and the Science of Psychodynamics present an extensive examination of the basic principles of dynamic
psychotherapy. It discusses the concept of constructive aggression. It addresses the analysis of expressive and defensive mechanisms.
Some of the topics covered in the book are the therapeutic effects from history taking; common syndromes of sexual problems in women;
qualities needed by a therapists; characteristics of unconscious communication; common syndromes of problems of masculinity in men;
evolution and analysis of Oedipus complex; and Koch’s postulates in psychodynamics. The passive defenses against aggression and the
link with depression are fully covered. An in-depth account of the meaning of paranoid feelings is provided. The evaluation of the oedipal
depression in men and women are completely presented. A chapter is devoted to the identification of transference neurosis. Another section
focuses on the origin of human aggression. The analysis of phobic anxiety, anorexia nervosa, and hypochondriasis are briefly covered. The
book can provide useful information to psychologists, therapists, students, and researchers.
D. W. Winnicott (1896-1971) was one of the giants of child psychiatry and analysis. Whether writing or talking, he always argued eloquently
for an increased sensitivity to children, their development and their needs. His books such as Playing and Reality and The Family and
Individual Development, are now considered classics in the field of child development. Deprivation and Delinquency is an invaluable
compilation of his papers, talks, letters and lectures between 1930 and 1970, centred on the theme of the relationship between antisocial
behaviour, or more chronically delinquency, and childhood experiences of deprivation. Linking passages by the editors set the historical
context for four sections focusing on children under stress, the nature and origin of antisocial tendency, the practical management of difficult
children, and individual therapy with the antisocial personality.
Focusing on questions of space and locale in children’s literature, this collection explores how metaphorical and physical space can create
landscapes of power, knowledge, and identity in texts from the early nineteenth century to the present. The collection is comprised of four
sections that take up the space between children and adults, the representation of 'real world' places, fantasy travel and locales, and the
physical space of the children’s book-as-object. In their essays, the contributors analyze works from a range of sources and traditions by
authors such as Sylvia Plath, Maria Edgeworth, Gloria Anzaldúa, Jenny Robson, C.S. Lewis, Elizabeth Knox, and Claude Ponti. While
maintaining a focus on how location and spatiality aid in defining the child’s relationship to the world, the essays also address themes of
borders, displacement, diaspora, exile, fantasy, gender, history, home-leaving and homecoming, hybridity, mapping, and metatextuality. With
an epilogue by Philip Pullman in which he discusses his own relationship to image and locale, this collection is also a valuable resource for
understanding the work of this celebrated author of children’s literature.
What does it mean to be human? Object relations, the British- based development of classic Freudian psychoanalytic theory, is based on the
belief that the human being is essentially social; the need for relationship is central to the definition of the self. Object relations theory forms
the base of psychoanalysts' work, including Melanie Klein, D. W. Winnicott, W. R. D. Fairbairn, Michael Balint, H.J.S. Guntrip, and John
Bowlby. Lavinia Gomez here provides an introduction to the main theories and applications of object relations. Through its detailed focus on
internal and interpersonal unconscious processes, object relations can help psychotherapists, counselors and others in social service
professions to understand and work with people who may otherwise seem irrational, unpredictable and baffling.
Extracted from Volumes 1, 8, and 18. Includes Jung's Foreword to Phenomènes Occultes (1939), "On the Psychology and Pathology of So-
called Occult Phenomena," "The Psychological Foundations of Belief in Spirits," "The Soul and Death," "Psychology and Spiritualism," "On
Spooks: Heresy or Truth?" and Foreword to Jaffé: Apparitions and Precognition.
This collection of papers, written over the last six years by Robert Caper, focuses on the importance of distinguishing self from object in
psychological development. Robert Caper demonstrates the importance this psychological disentanglement plays in the therapeutic effect of
psychoanalysis. In doing so he demonstrates what differentiates the practice of psychoanalysis from psychotherapy; while psychotherapy
aims to ease the patient towards "good mental health" through careful suggestion; psychoanalysis allows the patient to discover him/herself,
with the self wholly distinguished from other people and other objects.
Playing and RealityRoutledge
Reading Winnicott brings together a selection of papers by the psychoanalyst and paediatrician Donald Winnicott, providing an insight into his
work and charting its impact on the well-being of mothers, babies, children and families. With individual introductions summarising the key
features of each of Winnicott’s papers this book not only offers an overview of Winnicott’s work, but also links it with Freud and later
theorists. Areas of discussion include: the relational environment and the place of infantile sexuality aggression and destructiveness illusion
and transitional phenomena theory and practice of psychoanalysis of adults and children. As such Reading Winnicott will be essential reading
for all students wanting to learn more about Winnicott’s theories and their impact on psychoanalysis and the wider field of mental health.
This revised edition of a now classic text includes a new introduction by Henry Jenkins, explaining ‘Why Fiske Still Matters’ for today’s
students, followed by a discussion between former Fiske students Ron Becker, Aniko Bodroghkozy, Steve Classen, Elana Levine, Jason
Mittell, Greg Smith and Pam Wilson on ‘John Fiske and Television Culture’. Both underline the continuing relevance of this foundational text
in the study of contemporary media and popular culture. Television is unique in its ability to produce so much pleasure and so many
meanings for such a wide variety of people. In this book, John Fiske looks at television’s role as an agent of popular culture, and goes on to
consider the relationship between this cultural dimension and television’s status as a commodity of the cultural industries that are deeply
inscribed with capitalism. He makes use of detailed textual analysis and audience studies to show how television is absorbed into social
experience, and thus made into popular culture. Audiences, Fiske argues, are productive, discriminating, and televisually literate. Television
Culture provides a comprehensive introduction for students to an integral topic on all communication and media studies courses.
Gathers writings by the Viennese psychoanalyst concerning infant analysis, Oedipal conflicts, anxiety situations, symbol formation,
and envy.
Containment and Reciprocity shows how the psychoanalytic concept of containment and the child development concept of
reciprocity can be used together to inform clinical work with young children and their families. Using extracts of mother/child and
therapist/child interactions, Hazel Douglas explores, for the first time, the relationship between these concepts, and shows how
they underpin the quality of an attachment. Using clinical examples from the author’s own psychoanalytic work with very young
children as well as her recent research, the book explores these two concepts with important implications for psychotherapeutic
technique. Containment and Reciprocity will make valuable reading for all those working in the field of infant mental health.
'The greatest British psychoanalyst who ever lived. He writes beautifully and simply about the problems of everyday life' Alain de
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Botton The paediatrician and child psychiatrist D. W. Winnicott changed the way we think about childhood by placing the parent-
infant relationship at the heart of human happiness, and by encouraging mothers and fathers to trust their own instincts. In this
landmark work he follows the development of a child from their first weeks to finding their place in the wider world, touching on
everything from crying and feeding to shyness, jealousy, independence and anger. His plain-speaking, humane and non-
judgemental approach continues to influence our understanding of parenting today. 'His style is lucid, his manner friendly, and his
years of experience provide much wise insight into child behaviour and parental attitudes' British Journal of Psychology
Helping both parents and psychologists to arrive at a better understanding of the inner emotional world of the infant, this selection
of key lectures by Bowlby includes the seminal one that gives the volume its title. Informed by wide clinical experience, and written
with the author's well-known humanity and lucidity, the lectures provide an invaluable introduction to John Bowlby’s thought and
work, as well as much practical guidance of use both to parents and to members of the mental health professions.
David Bohm was one of the foremost scientific thinkers and philosophers of our time. Although deeply influenced by Einstein, he
was also, more unusually for a scientist, inspired by mysticism. Indeed, in the 1970s and 1980s he made contact with both J.
Krishnamurti and the Dalai Lama whose teachings helped shape his work. In both science and philosophy, Bohm's main concern
was with understanding the nature of reality in general and of consciousness in particular. In this classic work he develops a theory
of quantum physics which treats the totality of existence as an unbroken whole. Writing clearly and without technical jargon, he
makes complex ideas accessible to anyone interested in the nature of reality.
First published anonymously, as ‘a lady’, Jane Austen is now among the world’s most famous and highly revered authors. The
Routledge Companion to Jane Austen provides wide-ranging coverage of Jane Austen’s works, reception, and legacy, with
chapters that draw on the latest literary research and theory and represent foundational and authoritative scholarship as well as
new approaches to an author whose works provide seemingly endless inspiration for reinterpretation, adaptation, and
appropriation. The Companion provides up-to-date work by an international team of established and emerging Austen scholars
and includes exciting chapters not just on Austen in her time but on her ongoing afterlife, whether in the academy and the wider
world of her fans or in cinema, new media, and the commercial world. Parts within the volume explore Jane Austen in her time and
within the literary canon; the literary critical and theoretical study of her novels, unpublished writing, and her correspondence; and
the afterlife of her work as exemplified in film, digital humanities, and new media. In addition, the Companion devotes special
attention to teaching Jane Austen.
Winner of the 2013 Sigourney Award! Psychoanalysis seen through Bion's eyes is a radical departure from all conceptualizations
which preceded him. In this major contribution to the series Makers of Modern Psychotherapy, Joan and Neville Symington
concentrate on understanding Bion's concepts in relation to clinical practice, but their book is also accessible to the educated
reader who wishes to understand the main contours of Bion's thinking. Rather than following the chronological development of
Bion's ideas, each chapter looks in depth at an important theme in his thinking and describes how this contributes to his
revolutionary model of the mind.
When first published in 1923, this classic work took the psychological world by storm. Piaget's views expressed in this book, have
continued to influence the world of developmental psychology to this day.
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